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REMSTA
armchair CHF 169.00

WELCOME TO OCTOBER AT IKEA
This month we’re introducing a range of products that
breathe of Scandinavian style at its best. The launch celebrates the beauty of minimalist design, handcrafted materials, light-coloured wood and embraces monochrome
tones with a dash of blue. The natural elements of the
Nordics can be felt throughout.
Among the news there’s a big offer of upholstered furniture from sofa beds to chairs, including a brand new
stackable bed in pine that works for many different
homes and living situations. The light wood look continues in a bathroom series made in birch that creates more
space with shelves, towel racks and stools.

VÅGSJÖN towel CHF 6.95

SJÖPENNA
table lamp CHF 14.95

The launch brings new products made of more sustainable materials, such as a plastic bag produced of bioplastic that’s recyclable and renewable. Other products
are created with a social mission, like our special edition
filter coffee supported by an IKEA Social Entrepreneurs
Initiative in Uganda and wool rugs handwoven in another
initiative in India and Bangladesh.

INGATORP desk CHF 139.00

There are other new textiles, from metre fabrics in bold,
graphic patterns to towels in refreshing colours. Lamps
with unique designs and materials light up the season, as
well as children’s LED night lights in sweet animal shapes.
Children can delight in new soft toys with, for example,
the yearly drawing competition giving rise to ten new
creatures designed by kids from across the globe.
Of course, there are also the smaller items that add a
decorative touch to the home, from beautiful scented
candles to a papershop series – all wrapped up in the
season’s colours!

INGABRITTA throw CHF 29.95
VINTERGATA pendant lamp CHF 39.95
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FLOTTEBO SOFA BED
When starting to develop FLOTTEBO sofa bed, the IKEA
team looked a little beyond the traditional sofa bed. The
living room is constantly changing character and today
is a fluid place where different activities take place – socialising, working and sleeping. That’s why the designers
Christina Halskov and Hanne Dalsgaard needed a sofa
bed that was more like a platform for all these activities
and which works in many different homes:
“Traditional sofa beds look a certain way during the day
and in a different way in the evening when they’re transformed for sleeping, but we wanted FLOTTEBO to have
the same appearance and be comfortable enough to both
sit on and sleep on.”
The result was a sofa bed that combines cool, minimalist design with great comfort. There’s a small side table
available as an option, and the sofa bed comes equipped
with a cable holder underneath that makes it easy to
keep laptops and gadgets running while chilling out in
this playful piece of furniture.
FLOTTEBO sofa-bed with side table CHF 569.00 Lofallet beige 092.221.53 FLOTTEBO sofa-bed CHF 589.00 Lysed dark grey 092.272.97
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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SIMPLICITY MEETS
PLAYFULNESS
When FLOTTEBO sofa bed is transformed to a bed, all that’s needed
is to take out the bedding from the
storage space underneath the sofa.
The loose cushions of the sofa bed
can be moved freely depending on
how you want to sit or style the sofa.
The cushions are equipped with a
special grip that means they won’t
slide off even when the underside
storage is opened.
FLOTTEBO sofa-bed CHF 589.00 Lysed dark grey 092.272.97
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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Play around with the big loose
cushions of FLOTTEBO sofa
bed, and find a seating position that feels just right.
FLOTTEBO sofa-bed CHF 589.00 Lysed dark grey 092.272.97
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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SANDBACKEN SERIES
With small spaces being a reality for many people, the
sofa often needs to cater for sleep too. Designed in a
neat style, SANDBACKEN series includes a 3-seater
sofa, corner sofa and corner sofa bed that provide for
all modern-day practicalities. The sofa bed offers good
seating and sleep comfort, and converts to a bed within
30 seconds. Thanks to its knockdown construction, the
light-weight furniture is easy to take home and assemble
or dismantle. Long-lasting and available in light grey or
beige, the price is handy too!
SANDBACKEN corner sofa-bed CHF 379.00 Lofallet beige 792.179.02
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SANDBACKEN corner sofa-bed CHF 379.00 Lofallet beige 792.179.02

PH146908

SANDBACKEN corner sofa-bed CHF 379.00 Lofallet beige 792.179.02

SANDBACKEN corner sofa bed converts to a bed by pulling out the bed part, folding it up and combining it with
the corner sofa part.
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KOLLUND, BRÖNDEN &
KÖPENHAMN RUGS
Handmade rugs are very popular for their unique craftsmanship and rich history, with each rug carrying signs of
the weavers’ skills. This month we’re introducing three
large rugs made of 100% pure wool and handwoven in a
way that can’t be done by machines. KOLLUND rug is woven
with different threads and with loops that create various
heights in a hexagonal pattern, while KÖPENHAMN rug is
dark grey with beautiful long fringes and BRÖNDEN rug
has a striped multi-coloured pattern. Like unique pieces
of art on the floor, these rugs add warmth and softness,
and invite you to slow down a little.
The rugs are made in an IKEA initiative of handmade
rugs in India and Bangladesh that tackles the problems
in the carpet weaving industry, with poor conditions, low
wages and exploitation by middlemen. Together with our
suppliers, IKEA has established regulated weaving centres to secure decent working conditions, a regular income and fair pay.
KOLLUND rug, flatwoven CHF 349.00 203.745.69
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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PE648639
KOLLUND rug, flatwoven CHF
349.00 Handwoven by skilled
craftspeople, each one is unique.
Surface: 100% pure new wool.
Warp: 100% cotton. Designer:
Paulin Machado. W170×L240cm.
Grey 203.745.69

Woven in different pile heights, KOLLUND
rug gives a nice tactile experience underfoot.
KOLLUND rug, flatwoven CHF 349.00 203.745.69
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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Brighten up the floor with
the colourful, striped pattern
of BRÖNDEN rug – uniquely
handwoven like a piece of art.
BRÖNDEN rug, low pile CHF 349.00/each 303.745.64
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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PE648627
BRÖNDEN rug, low pile CHF
349.00 Surface: 100% pure new
wool. Warp: 100% cotton. Designer: Akanksha Deo. W170×L240cm.
Multicolour 303.745.64

Handweaving creates an exciting combination of different textures, surfaces and thicknesses of yarns – a result
that cannot be replicated by machines.
BRÖNDEN rug, low pile CHF 349.00 303.745.64
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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KÖPENHAMN rug is made of
pure new wool so it’s naturally soil-repellent and very
durable.
KÖPENHAMN rug, flatwoven CHF 279.00/each 503.745.58
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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PE648648
KÖPENHAMN rug, flatwoven
CHF 279.00 Handwoven by skilled
craftspeople, each one is unique.
User surface: 100% pure new
wool. W170×L240cm. Dark grey
503.745.58

KÖPENHAMN rug, flatwoven CHF 279.00 503.745.58
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REMSTA ARMCHAIR
This little beauty of an armchair comes with a timeless
feeling, being actually based on an armchair that was in
the range in the 1960s. REMSTA armchair has a small
size that makes it flexible enough to be used in the living
room, bedroom or a furnished hallway. Available in fixed
velvet covers in dark blue, dark grey or yellow beige, it
adds a vintage touch without the dust!
REMSTA armchair CHF 169.00 Djuparp green-blue 603.447.59
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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REMSTA armchair CHF 169.00/each Djuparp green-blue 603.447.59 Djuparp dark grey 503.446.70
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PE615066

PE608818

REMSTA armchair CHF 169.00
Fixed cover: 62% polyester, 38%
viscose/rayon. W60×D66, H88cm.
Djuparp green-blue 603.447.59

REMSTA armchair CHF 169.00
Fixed cover: 62% polyester, 38%
viscose/rayon. W60×D66, H88cm.
Djuparp dark grey 503.446.70

PE637179
REMSTA armchair CHF 169.00
Fixed cover: 62% polyester, 38%
viscose/rayon. W60×D66, H88cm.
Djuparp yellow-beige 303.447.65

REMSTA armchair CHF 169.00 Djuparp green-blue 603.447.59
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INGATORP CHAIR
Inspired by 18th century French chairs, let us introduce
INGATORP chair. It combines traditional design with features like ornamental details in the back rest with modern upholstered comfort. The generously-sized chair has
shorter armrests, making it fit well under the table and
still offer a good relaxed seating position that’s perfect
for long dinners. With removable, washable covers, it’s
available in a black version with a grey cover or a white
frame with a beige cover. The chair is a great match with
INGATORP table, but is also ideal for creating king and
queen seating at the end of a table or as a beautiful solitaire chair in the bedroom.
INGATORP chair with armrests Black/Nolhaga grey/beige CHF 99.95/each 302.462.89
White/Nordvalla beige CHF 99.95/each 902.462.91
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PE655415
INGATORP chair with armrests
CHF 99.95 Painted solid birch and
100% polyester Designer: Ebba
Strandmark. W57×D63, H99cm.
White/Nordvalla beige 902.462.91

PE653614
INGATORP chair with armrests
CHF 99.95 Painted solid birch
and 75% cotton, 25% polyester. Designer: Ebba Strandmark.
W57×D63, H99cm. Black/Nolhaga
grey/beige 302.462.89

INGATORP chair has shorter armrests than may be expected, making it fit well under the table and still offer a
relaxed seating position.
INGATORP chair with armrests CHF 99.95 Black/Nolhaga grey/beige 302.462.89
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INGELILL, BRUDSLÖJA &
INGVILL FABRICS
The new metre fabrics open up a whole new world of possibilities for creating anything from curtains to cushions,
even making art! With a focus on black and white graphic
patterns, let us introduce INGVILL fabric and BRUDSLÖJA
fabric with hints of light blue too. The same palette is
continued in INGELILL fabric that features a blue dandelion flower pattern. Working perfectly together, these
fabrics make a clear design statement in 100% cotton
from more sustainable sources.
INGELILL fabric CHF 6.95/m 203.949.25 BRUDSLÖJA fabric CHF 5.95/m 903.603.33
INGVILL fabric CHF 6.95/m 803.949.27
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PE642477

PE664044

BRUDSLÖJA fabric CHF 5.95/m
100% cotton. Designer: Eva
Bellanger. W150cm. Multicolour
903.603.33

INGVILL fabric CHF 6.95/m
100% cotton. Designer: Eva
Bellanger. W150cm. White/black
803.949.27

PE664045

PE664046

INGELILL fabric CHF 6.95/m
100% cotton. W150cm. Blue flower
203.949.25

JANNECKE fabric CHF 6.95/m
100% cotton. W150cm. Dotted/pink
603.949.28

The new metre fabrics are machine-washable in 60 degrees, so there’s every reason to get creative with the
modern graphic patterns.
BRUDSLÖJA fabric CHF 5.95/m 903.603.33
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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INGATORP DESK
When living in small spaces, desks need to be easily integrated into the home. INGATORP desk delivers with its
extendable drop-leaf construction on both sides giving
a larger surface whenever needed. A drawer and cable
management hole add functionality when doing anything
from paperwork to studying. Made of wood, the table is
separable and recyclable at the end of its life. Available
in black or white in a slightly traditional style, the desk
will look good in many rooms, even used as a dining
table.
INGATORP desk CHF 139.00 White 003.619.40
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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PE648068
INGATORP desk CHF 139.00
Acrylic paint and particleboard. Designer: Carina Bengs.
W73/127×D50, H74cm. White
003.619.40

PE648069
INGATORP desk CHF 139.00
Acrylic paint and particleboard. Designer: Carina Bengs.
W73/127×D50, H74cm. Black
303.619.34

A cable management hole makes it smooth
to work with electronic devices on INGATORP
desk.
INGATORP desk CHF 139.00 White 003.619.40
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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UTÅKER STACKABLE BED
When moving home often, a little less furniture goes a
long way. Meet UTÅKER stackable bed that works as a
sofa and bed (and is a whole lot easier to carry up the
stairs). When developing the bed, workshops between
the designer and young adults lead to the conclusion that
flexibility is key since there are often lots of different
lifestyle constellations, sometimes living with friends, as
single or together part of the time. The product developer Ina Klepper looked at a bed that could move homes
multiple times and adapt to any decor or size of room
while becoming a double or a single just as easily:
“A lot of the time beds and daybeds can be pretty heavy
and are not so easy to move from one space to another,
and to be honest you probably only want to put them together once. So, we came up with this idea of a stackable
bed, which could be easily assembled and taken apart
again for moving, while also being made from solid wood
so it would be long-lasting.”
UTÅKER stackable bed is multi-functional and provides
for all living situations - use it as a sofa, single bed, double bed or twin beds apart. Made in solid, untreated pine,
it’s even possible to personalise and paint it so it blends
into any room or hack it to make a personal statement!
UTÅKER stackable bed CHF 149.00/2 pack. Mattresses and bedlinen are sold separately. 003.604.84
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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UTÅKER stackable bed CHF 149.00/2 pack. Mattresses and bedlinen are sold separately. 003.604.84

PH146896

UTÅKER stackable bed CHF 149.00/2 pack. Mattresses and bedlinen are sold separately. 003.604.84

UTÅKER stackable bed can be made into a double bed or
twin beds side by side or separated in space.
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PE649177
UTÅKER stackable bed CHF
149.00 /2 pack. Mattresses and
bedlinen are sold separately. Solid
pine. Designer: Henrik Preutz.
W88×L207, H94cm. Mattress size
80×200cm. 003.604.84

UTÅKER stackable bed is designed with
holes in the connection points to guarantee
stability when the beds are stacked.
UTÅKER stackable bed CHF 149.00 003.604.84
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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INGABRITTA THROW
A new throw offers a chance to make an easy update,
while adding comfort and well-being. The month’s new
throws blend smoothly into many interiors, for example
INGABRITTA throw that’s knitted in an acrylic/cotton mix
in light blue or off-white. It’s practical too, as it can be
easily thrown into a washing machine when the time has
come.
INGABRITTA throw CHF 29.95/each Light blue 603.740.63
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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PE631986

PE625251

INGABRITTA throw CHF 29.95
80% acrylic, 20% cotton. Designer:
Synnöve Mork. W130×L170cm. Offwhite 903.522.72

JENNYANN throw CHF 29.95
100% cotton. Designer: Synnöve Mork. W130×L170cm. White
503.537.73

PE632005

PE633003

INGABRITTA throw CHF 29.95
80% acrylic, 20% cotton. Designer:
Synnöve Mork. W130×L170cm.
Light blue 603.740.63

ALMALIE throw CHF 29.95
100% cotton. Designer: Hanna
Dalrot. W130×L170cm. Black/white
603.522.78

Soft on the skin, the knitted INGABRITTA
throw adds comfort and well-being to the
home.
INGABRITTA throw CHF 29.95/each Light blue 603.740.63
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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VILTO SERIES
Bring a light birch look to the bathroom with VILTO series. Designed to make more space in the smallest room,
this series of open storage covers five different functions,
including shelves, a towel rack and stools. With a soft,
straightforward design, the pieces are versatile enough
to be used across the home, for example the towel rack
works well as clothes storage while the storage stool
can be used as a side table and magazine holder. The
step stool is available with an anti-slip surface, making it
great for living with children. All in all, these pieces are
made with Scandinavian simplicity in mind, delivering on
both design and function!
VILTO storage stool CHF 29.95 403.444.49
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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VILTO series. Shelving unit CHF 69.95 W46×D26, H150cm. 903.444.56 Storage stool CHF 29.95 403.444.49 Step stool CHF 24.95 603.444.53
Shelving unit CHF 49.95 W47×D20, H90cm. 703.444.57 Towel stand CHf 39.95 003.444.51
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VÅGSJÖN TOWELS
Our new bathroom towels are designed to be beautiful and functional with parts of the terry towel striped
for better absorption and quick drying. VÅGSJÖN towels come in three sizes – as a wash cloth/guest towel,
hand towel or bath towel. Depending on the size of towel,
there’ll be different proportions of solid terry and striped
terry.
VÅGSJÖN towels are available in a range of colours made
of 100% cotton from more sustainable sources. This
means that the cotton is either recycled, or grown with
less water, less chemical fertilisers and less pesticides,
while increasing profit margins for the farmers.
VÅGSJÖN hand towel various size available CHF 6.95/each 70x140 Turquoise 003.536.38 Pale pink 803.536.39
Dark grey 303.536.08 White 803.509.85
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PE646556

PE646550

PE646553

VÅGSJÖN towels 100% cotton.
Designer: Paulin Machado. White.
Washcloth CHF 2.95/4 pack.
W30×L30cm. 103.509.98
Bath towel CHF 6.95/each
W70×L140cm. 803.509.85
Bath sheet CHF 9.95/each
W100×L150cm. 203.509.88

VÅGSJÖN towels 100% cotton.
Designer: Paulin Machado. Pale
pink. Washcloth CHF 2.95/4
pack. W30×L30cm. 103.536.52
Bath towel CHF 6.95/each
W70×L140cm. 803.536.39
Bath sheet CHF 9.95/each
W100×L150cm. 203.536.42

VÅGSJÖN towels 100% cotton.
Designer: Paulin Machado. Turquoise. Washcloth CHF 2.95/4
pack. W30×L30cm. 703.536.25
Bath towel CHF 6.95/each
W70×L140cm. 003.536.38
Bath sheet CHF 9.95/each
W100×L150cm. 403.536.36

PE646541

PE646538

PE646547

VÅGSJÖN towels 100% cotton.
Designer: Paulin Machado. Dark
grey. Washcloth CHF 2.95/4
pack. W30×L30cm. 403.536.22
Bath towel CHF 6.95/each
W70×L140cm. 303.536.08
Bath sheet CHF 9.95/each
W100×L150cm. 503.536.12

VÅGSJÖN towels 100% cotton.
Designer: Paulin Machado. Dark
blue. Washcloth CHF 2.95/4
pack. W30×L30cm. 503.535.94
Bath towel CHF 6.95/each
W70×L140cm. 503.536.07
Bath sheet CHF 9.95/each
W100×L150cm. 203.536.04

VÅGSJÖN towels 100% cotton.
Designer: Paulin Machado. Light
yellow. Washcloth CHF 2.95/4
pack. W30×L30cm. 603.555.64
Bath towel CHF 6.95/each
W70×L140cm. 503.555.50
Bath sheet CHF 9.95/each
W100×L150cm. 903.555.53

The striped part of VÅGSJÖN towels is designed for drying the whole body faster.
VÅGSJÖN bath towel CHF 6.95 W70xL140 turquoise 003.536.38
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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SJÖPENNA
FLOOR & TABLE LAMPS
Set the mood at home with a sculptured lamp. SJÖPENNA
floor and table lamps are made in a voluminous shape
that breathes of modern Scandinavian design. With plastic panels connected through elastic bands, the shade
diffuses light evenly to create a subtle glow. Standing
on legs of blonde wood and with a cord in textile, everything about these lamps radiates quality and a high
design value.
For the entire lighting range at IKEA,
with LED. These bulbs consume up to
than traditional bulbs and last up to
Use them in SJÖPENNA floor and table
mood light to feel good about!

we’ve gone all in
85% less energy
20 times longer.
lamps and create

SJÖPENNA series. Table lamp CHF 14.95/each 203.238.72 Floor lamp CHF 29.95/each 403.237.10
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PE644425
SJÖPENNA table lamp CHF
14.95 Polypropylene plastic and
solid brich. Designer: Mia Cullin.
H30cm. IKEA. Model B1618 Sjöpenna. This luminaire is compatible
with bulbs of the energy classes:
A++ to D. 203.238.72

PE644414
SJÖPENNA floor lamp CHF 29.95
Polypropylene plastic and solid
brich. Designer: Mia Cullin. H1m.
IKEA. Model G1611 Sjöpenna. This
luminaire is compatible with bulbs
of the energy classes: A++ to D.
403.237.10

The unique sculptured shape of SJÖPENNA
lamps is created using panels assembled
with the help of elastic bands.
SJÖPENNA table lamp CHF 14.95 203.238.72
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VINTERGATA PENDANT LAMP
A pendant lamp is not only a centrepiece over a dining or
sofa table, it’s also a chance to make a real design statement. VINTERGATA pendant lamp does both in its modern Scandinavian look. Made of grey felt panels snapped
in place with metal studs, the pendant lamp is given a
soft rounded shape. It gives concentrated light to a table, but also a general light that shines subtly through
the panels giving beautiful gradients of light. Use with
LED light bulbs to save energy. All in all, a great light
experience at a small cost!
VINTERGATA pendant lamp CHF 39.95 203.424.70
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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PE640822
VINTERGATA pendant lamp CHF
39.95 Polyester, plastic and steel.
Designer: Gustav Carlberg. Ø42cm.
IKEA. Model T1629 VINTERGATA.
This luminaire is compatible with
bulbs of the energy classes: A++ to
D. 203.424.70

Light shines subtly through the felt panels of
VINTERGATA pendant lamp.
VINTERGATA pendant lamp CHF 39.95 203.424.70
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
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LURIGA LED NIGHT LIGHTS
For many children, a good night light is a precondition
for a good night’s sleep. LURIGA LED night lights are the
perfect all-night companions that help fend off monsters
and bad dreams. Made in the shape of a raccoon and
hedgehog, the lamps are more than lights. As they’re
rechargeable, they’re mobile so they can be taken along
for any midnight walking, and when squeezed they give
even more light. The raccoon’s heart starts beating and
the hedgehog starts pulsating in a soothing rhythm.
As with all our children’s lamps, we meet or exceed the
quality and safety requirements. LURIGA LED night lights
have even been made using TPE-plastic, which is more
environmentally friendly than silicone. The built-in LED
light gives energy-saving advantages that are great for a
light that may be lit all night, while the lights’ rechargeable function is an opportunity for using rechargeable
batteries.
Approved from three years and up, the lights are sold in
attractive packaging shaped like small houses giving the
friendly characters even more life.
LURIGA LED night lights. Raccoon CHF 16.95/each 203.426.77 Hedgehog CHF 16.95 003.258.29
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PE645398
LURIGA LED night light, hedgehog CHF 16.95 Recommended
for ages from 3 years. The light is
turned on and off by pressing the
hedgehog’s back. Built-in LED light
source. Acrylic plastic. D11×H7cm.
White 003.258.29

PE645403
LURIGA LED night light, raccoon
CHF 16.95 Recommended for ages
from 3 years. The light is turned on
and off by pressing the raccoon’s
head. Built-in LED light source.
Acrylic plastic. W8×H12cm. White
203.426.77

When the raccoon’s head is pressed, its heart lights up
and starts pulsating.
LURIGA LED night light, raccoon CHF 16.95/each 203.426.77
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ÖVERFLÖD PAPERSHOP
Give gifts a graphic feel with the new ÖVERFLÖD papershop featuring a black, white and light blue base and a
surprising twist of orange. The series makes presents
stick out in wintertime and includes gift wrap rolls, gift
bags, gift ribbons and rolls of tape. The paper has a
clear print that doesn’t get scratched when used. With
all wrapping functions in one family, it’s easy to mix and
match – and it feels extra good to give away gifts that
you’ve wrapped in your own personal way.
ÖVERFLÖD series. Gift wrap roll CHF 7.95/3 pack. L3.0×W0.7m. 603.590.86
Gift wrap roll CHF 7.95/each L4.0×W0.7m. Dotted 103.590.84
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PE648520
ÖVERFLÖD gift wrap roll CHF
2.95 Paper. Designer: Maria Vinka.
L4.0×W0.7m. Dotted 103.590.84

PE648521
ÖVERFLÖD gift wrap roll CHF 7.95/3
pack. Paper. L3.0×W0.7m. 603.590.86

ÖVERFLÖD gift wrap rolls feature graphic patterns that can
be easily mixed and matched
with one another.
ÖVERFLÖD series. Gift wrap roll CHF 7.95/3 pack. L3.0×W0.7m. 603.590.86 Gift wrap roll CHF 2.95/each L4.0×W0.7m. Dotted 103.590.84
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PH146901

PH146903

ÖVERFLÖD roll of tape, set of 4 CHF 4.95 303.591.01

ÖVERFLÖD rolls of tape come in a
set of four, with different colours
and widths for getting creative in
gift wrapping.
ÖVERFLÖD roll of tape, set of 4 CHF 4.95 303.591.01
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PE648522

PE648524

PE648518

ÖVERFLÖD roll of tape, set of 4 CHF
4.95 Comprises: 1 roll (L5m×W10mm),
2 rolls (L5m×W15mm) and 1 roll
(L5m×W20mm). Paper and plastic.
303.591.01

ÖVERFLÖD gift ribbon CHF 2.95/2 pack.
Polypropylene plastic. Designer: Maria
Vinka. L10m×W18mm. 603.590.91

ÖVERFLÖD gift wrap roll CHF 2.95
Paper. Designer: Susanna Hoikkala.
L4.0×W0.7m. 503.590.96

PE648509

PE648513

ÖVERFLÖD gift bag CHF 1.95/2 pack.
Paper and 100% polyester. L11×W10,
H32cm. 4.5l. 803.590.85

ÖVERFLÖD gift bag CHF 2.95/2 pack.
100% polyester. L31×W8, H45cm. 4l.
403.590.87
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BILLSÅSEN PICTURE LEDGES
For making walls playful, we’ve developed BILLSÅSEN
picture ledges set of three in mixed colours. They’re
great for a small wall space, but can also be used as part
of a larger collage. A track on each mini-ledge keeps
pictures or frames safely in place. The roundness of the
ledges and their colours in pastel pink, mint green and
dark blue add to a feeling of magic wonderland.
BILLSÅSEN picture ledge, set of 3 CHF 19.95 Sizes: One 15×11cm, one 22×12cm, one 30×10cm. 903.655.28
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PE653671
BILLSÅSEN picture ledge, set of
3 CHF 19.95 Sizes: One 15×11cm,
one 22×12cm, one 30×10cm.
Painted finish. 903.655.28

The track on BILLSÅSEN picture ledges
keeps pictures or items in place.
BILLSÅSEN picture ledge, set of 3 CHF 19.95 Sizes: One 15×11cm, one 22×12cm, one 30×10cm. 903.655.28
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NJUTNING SERIES
Create a spa feeling at home and a moment for connecting to the senses. With honey/lavender and English tea
scents, NJUTNING series comes either as a block candle
or a candle in a glass cup with a lid. The scented candles
are available in grey or lilac colours, and the glass jars
come in colour-matching boxes, which make them attractive gifts too.
NJUTNING scented candle in glass CHF 9.95/each Ø9, H10cm. Grey 603.505.28 Lilac 003.505.26
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PE654942

PE659213

NJUTNING scented candle in
glass CHF 9.95 Glass and scented
paraffin/vegetable wax. Ø9, H10cm.
Lilac 003.505.26

NJUTNING scented block candle, set of 3 CHF 9.95 Comprises:
One candle (Ø7, H7.5cm), one
candle (Ø7, H9.5cm) and one candle
(Ø7, H11.5cm). Paraffin/vegetable
wax. Designer: Elizabeth Q. Cassetti. Lilac 103.505.16

PE654940

PE653683

NJUTNING scented candle in
glass CHF 9.95 Glass and scented
paraffin/vegetable wax. Ø9, H10cm.
Grey 603.505.28

NJUTNING scented block candle, set of 3 CHF 9.95 Comprises:
One candle (Ø7, H7.5cm), one
candle (Ø7, H9.5cm) and one candle
(Ø7, H11.5cm). Paraffin/vegetable
wax. Designer: Elizabeth Q. Cassetti. Grey 503.505.19

NJUTNING scented candle in glass CHF 9.95/each Ø9, H10cm. Grey 603.505.28 Lilac 003.505.26
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FRISKHET SERIES
The scented theme continues in FRISKHET series. In
Swedish, the name means “freshness” and it couldn’t
be truer with scents of fluffy towels and sandalwood/
vanilla satin whiffing from the candles. FRISKHET scent
container offers another way of freshening the air. Place
the potpourri with a fragrance of sandalwood, cedar and
vanilla in the container, then twist the tube and depending on how much the holes are opened, the scent will be
emitted. Use in the living room or wardrobe for a pleasing scent, effortlessly!
FRISKHET series. Scent container CHF 2.95/each Ø6, H15cm. Grey 703.555.73 Lilac 303.555.70
Scented candle in glass Ø7, H7.5cm CHF 2.95/each Grey 703.384.42
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
White 303.384.39 Ø8, H9cm CHF 4.95/each Grey 503.384.38 White 103.384.40
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PH000000
PH146892

FRISKHET scented candle in glass
Ø7, H7.5cm CHF 2.95/each Grey 703.384.42 White 303.384.39
Ø8, H9cm CHF 4.95/each Grey 503.384.38 White 103.384.40

Freshen up the air with FRISKHET
scent container that spreads a
pleasing fragrance of sandalwood, cedar and vanilla.
FRISKHET scent container CHF 2.95/each Grey 703.555.73 Lilac 303.555.70
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PE646485 PE646507

PE654924

PE654926

FRISKHET scent container CHF 2.95/
each Dried plant parts and paper. Ø6,
H15cm. Grey 703.555.73 Lilac 303.555.70

FRISKHET scented candle in glass CHF
2.95 Glass and scented paraffin/vegetable
wax. Ø7, H7.5cm. Grey 703.384.42

FRISKHET scented candle in glass CHF
2.95 Glass and scented paraffin/vegetable
wax. Ø7, H7.5cm. White 303.384.39

PE0653679 PE0653681

PE654932

PE654934

FRISKHET scented block candle CHF
3.95/each Paraffin/vegetable wax. Ø7,
H14cm. Grey 203.433.04 White 103.433.09

FRISKHET scented candle in glass CHF
4.95 Glass and scented paraffin/vegetable
wax. Ø8, H9cm. Grey 503.384.38

FRISKHET scented candle in glass CHF
4.95 Glass and scented paraffin/vegetable
wax. Ø8, H9cm. White 103.384.40
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ISTAD PLASTIC BAGS
It’s not possible to tell, but ISTAD plastic bag is a whole
new bag. The re-sealable IKEA plastic bag made to keep
food fresh or for many other uses across the home is now
being produced in bioplastic, which is both a renewable
and recyclable material. The bioplastic is mostly made
of leftover material from the sugarcane industry, where
sugarcanes make up at least 85% of the raw material.
This is a move towards the goal of making sure all plastic
IKEA products are made with recycled and/or renewable
material.
This is the first big-scale bioplastic product sold at IKEA.
And, though the plastic bags are small in size, with more
than one billion sold every year, it means a yearly saving
of around 75 000 barrels of oil. We think this is a considerable and positive step along the way.
Changing the material of the bag hasn’t changed anything else. IKEA developers have worked to ensure the
new ISTAD plastic bags are of the same quality as before, passing all the essential health, safety and strength
tests. And the price for the customer will remain the
same. This is so people can live a more sustainable life at
home, says Alexander Grouleff who’s working with plastic innovation at IKEA:
“We want people to feel they can make a better choice
by purchasing products at IKEA. It’s about really making
sure that sustainability is not a luxury, it’s for the many
people.”
ISTAD plastic bag CHF 4.95/30 pack. Turquoise/light turquoise 803.392.81
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PE592499

PE592494

ISTAD plastic bag CHF 4.95/30
pack. Can be used over and over
again since it can be re-sealed.
Comprises: 15 bags 6l (28.5×41cm)
and 15 bags 4.5l (27×34cm).
Plastic. Designer: S Edholm/L Ullenius. Turquoise/light turquoise
803.392.81

ISTAD plastic bag CHF 4.95/50
pack. Can be used over and
over again since it can be resealed. Comprises: 25 bags 2.5l
(24×26.5cm) and 25 bags 1.2l
(20.5×20.5cm). Plastic. Designer:
S Edholm/L Ullenius. Grey/white
503.422.37

The new ISTAD plastic bags are made of a renewable and
recyclable bioplastic that lets you make a more sustainable choice.
ISTAD plastic bag CHF 4.95/30 pack. Turquoise/light turquoise 803.392.81
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PÅTÅR FILTER COFFEE
Joining our existing PÅTÅR coffees, now there’s a special edition, single origin, 100% Arabica coffee from the
White Nile region in Uganda. The single origin filter coffee
is a result of a local project supported by the IKEA Social Entrepreneurs Initiative that strives for the economic
empowerment of thousands of small scale coffee farmers
in the region. The local project supports White Nile farmers through improved farming techniques and increased
business. There’s an uplift in crop quality, which makes
demand and local economies grow. In addition, the project encourages the inclusion of women in coffee farming, addressing and reducing gaps or discrimination. It’s
part of the IKEA vision of creating a better everyday life
for the many people.
While most coffees are a blend of different origins, the
beans for PÅTÅR filter coffee come solely from the White
Nile region in Uganda – this delivers a fresh and fruity
medium roast with subtle hints of vanilla and caramel.
Like all PÅTÅR coffees, it’s organic and UTZ-certified.
This is a coffee with a social mission, where every cup
truly matters!
PÅTÅR filter coffee, medium roast, organic CHF 6.50 103.945.77
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PH147215

PH147214

The lush highlands of the Ugandan
White Nile region are blessed with fertile soils and just the right climate for
Arabica coffee plants to thrive. The IKEA
Social Entrepreneurs Initiative is today
contributing to the economic empowerment of several thousands of people in
the region – strengthening the community and supporting sustainable livelihoods in rural areas.
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Thanks to the project, the coffee farmers are supported
in financial long term planning and the coffee cherries
can be picked at the right time to maximise quality, not
simply when money is tight.

PE661717
PÅTÅR filter coffee, medium
roast, organic CHF 6.50 100 %
Arabica beans, UTZ certified. 250g.
103.945.77
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SEASONAL SOFT TOYS
Among this season’s soft toys, we’re welcoming a selection of snuggle-friendly animals, and as we always want to
support children’s right to play, there’s also a range of soft
toy footballs ideal for indoor games – without breaking the
home!
Many years ago, we removed the plastic eyes on our soft
toys and started using embroidered eyes making the cuddly friends both safer and more characteristic. At IKEA, we
are passionate about product safety and we are not satisfied with testing our products to only the required legal demands, we want to simulate real child handling as much as
possible, as this sometimes goes beyond regulation. That’s
why we do tough mechanical, chemical and fire tests to ensure safe cuddling, says Charlotte Jönsson, Team Manager
of the Laws and Standards Chemistry Team at IKEA:
“We put children’s safety first and we only sell products that
we would give to our own children. For that reason, we put
very high demands on our children’s range. As far as possible we want to simulate real use in our testing. For example, we test our soft toys with sweat and saliva enzymes to
simulate a child that chews on their soft toy and sleeps close
to it every night. In this way, we get confirmation that our
soft toys are free from harmful chemicals and healthy to use
by our youngest customers.”
ÖNSKAD soft toy, tiger CHF 19.95 103.735.65 BLÅHAJ soft toy, shark CHF 19.95 303.735.88
LEDDJUR soft toy, set of 2, elephant CHF 14.95 403.735.59 LIVLIG soft toy,
IKEA OC TOBER NEWS
dog, siberian husky CHF 7.95 103.735.94
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PE647295

PE583496

LIVLIG soft toy, dog, siberian
husky CHF 7.95 Recommended for
ages from 0 year. 100% polyester.
L26cm. 103.735.94

ÖNSKAD soft toy, tiger CHF
19.95 Recommended for ages
from 12 months. 100% polyester.
Designer: Annie Huldén. L60cm.
White 103.735.65

PE146981

PE277198

LEDDJUR soft toy, set of 2,
elephant CHF 14.95 Recommended for ages from 0 year. 100%
polyester. Designer: Annie Huldén.
L32cm. 403.735.59

BLÅHAJ soft toy, shark CHF
19.95 Recommended for ages
from 18 months. 100% polyester.
L100cm. 303.735.88

Using embroidered eyes in all our soft toys makes these
cuddly friends both safer and more characteristic.
LIVLIG soft toy, dog, siberian husky CHF 7.95 103.735.94
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PE647292

PE251092

PE332085

PE647283

JÄTTESTOR soft toy, elephant CHF
19.95 Recommended for ages from 12
months. 100% polyester. Designer: Annie
Huldén. L60cm. Grey 703.735.91

HOPPIG soft toy, dog, bernese mountain dog CHF 19.95 Recommended for
ages from 18 months. 100% polyester.
Designer: Annie Huldén. L63cm. 003.735.56

GOSIG VALP soft toy, dog, beagle CHF
9.95 Recommended for ages from 0 year.
100% polyester. Designer: Annie Huldén.
L35cm. 703.735.53

ÖKENLÖPARE soft toy, horse CHF 7.95
Recommended for ages from 0 year. 100%
polyester. L38cm. 903.735.47

BRUNBJÖRN soft toy, bear CHF 7.95
Recommended for ages from 18 months.
100% polyester. L32cm. 603.649.88

PE647300

PE588688

PE647299

VÄNLIGHET soft toy, dog CHF 7.95
Recommended for ages from 0 year. 100%
polyester. Designer: Sara N Bergman.
L32cm. 803.649.87

ÖNSKAD soft toy, American football
CHF 4.95 Recommended for ages from 6
months. 100% polyester. Designer: Malin
Unnborn. L25cm. Brown 503.732.00

SPARKA soft toy, football, mini CHF
1.95 Recommended for ages from 0 year.
100% polyester. Ø13cm. 903.731.80
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SAGOSKATT SOFT TOYS
SAGOSKATT soft toys are the result of the yearly soft toy
drawing competition held at IKEA. This year, the competition received over 70 000 entries from across the
globe, of which ten contributions were turned into real
soft toys. The criteria for selecting these were that the
creature should never have been seen before, that they
are really sprung from a child’s fantasy and have unique
expressions. The product developer at Children’s IKEA
Bodil Fritjofsson comments on the ten finalists:
“The ten winning drawings are a lovely mixture of imaginary animals. Simply wonderful personal combinations
of colours, shapes and expressions that spark my own
imagination.”
Among the ten winners we find an egg-shaped owl, a
happy spider with a bit of a bite, a happy-faced rainbow
cloud, a blue ninja bird, a fluffy lion that’s on fire, and
lots more.
Play is a basic need and IKEA aims to be a leading company in securing and supporting children’s right to play.
The new soft toys are coupled to the global IKEA Good
Cause Campaign “Let’s Play for Change”, running in all
stores during autumn 2017, where IKEA helps vulnerable
children play and develop. SAGOSKATT soft toys are truly
kids designing to help other kids!
SAGOSKATT soft toys. Monster CHF 4.95 903.730.76 Hippo crocodile CHF 2.95 903.730.81
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Out of the 70 000 drawings that were submitted to the
yearly drawing competition, these were the ten winners
that were turned into soft toys.
SAGOSKATT soft toys. Bird CHF 4.95 703.730.82 Monster CHF 4.95 903.730.76 Fox CHF 2.95 303.730.84 Hippo crocodile CHF 2.95 903.730.81
Lion CHF 4.95 003.730.85 Squeaky toy, bird CHF 2.95 503.730.78 Spider CHF 2.95 103.730.75 Owl CHF 2.95 103.730.80 Rainbow cloud CHF 5.95
303.730.79 Unicorn dog CHF 4.95 703.730.77
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SAGOSKATT soft toy, monster CHF 4.95 903.730.76

PH146850

SAGOSKATT squeaky toy, bird CHF 2.95 503.730.78

“This one looks like a bit of ninja! It has a remarkable
attitude, looking like it is holding back a fun secret. Its
upturned beak and nimble feet will help to protect you.”
Bodil Fritjofsson,
Product Developer Children’s IKEA
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SAGOSKATT soft toy, bird CHF 4.95 703.730.82

SAGOSKATT soft toy, spider CHF 2.95 103.730.75

Among the ten new soft toys there’s a toucan with a
wonderfully coloured beak and an energetic and bouncy
spider with a bit of a bite.
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“I wish I could have an owl. I drew this owl to keep it at
home because keeping a real owl is not possible.”
Honami, 8 years old, Japan
SAGOSKATT soft toy, owl CHF 2.95 103.730.80
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PE653942

PE653962

PE653960

PE653957

SAGOSKATT soft toy, monster CHF 4.95
This soft toy was drawn by Su-ah, 8. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L30cm. 903.730.76

SAGOSKATT squeaky toy, bird CHF 2.95
This soft toy was drawn by Clara, 7. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L23cm. Blue 503.730.78

SAGOSKATT soft toy, bird CHF 4.95 This
soft toy was drawn by Sofia, 8. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L27cm. Black 703.730.82

SAGOSKATT soft toy, spider CHF 2.95
This soft toy was drawn by Hubert, 9. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L17cm. 103.730.75

SAGOSKATT soft toy, owl CHF 2.95 This
soft toy was drawn by Honami, 8. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L24cm. 103.730.80

PE653951

PE653938

PE653945

PE654064

PE653948

SAGOSKATT soft toy, lion CHF 4.95 This
soft toy was drawn by Shane, 7. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L30cm. 003.730.85

SAGOSKATT soft toy, unicorn dog CHF
4.95 This soft toy was drawn by Mira, 10.
Recommended for ages from 12 months.
100% polyester. L35cm. 703.730.77

SAGOSKATT soft toy, hippo crocodile CHF 2.95 This soft toy was drawn
by Sonja, 10. Recommended for ages
from 12 months. 100% polyester. L27cm.
903.730.81

SAGOSKATT soft toy, rainbow cloud
CHF 5.95 This soft toy was drawn by
Caroline, 8. Recommended for ages from
12 months. 100% polyester. L49cm.
303.730.79

SAGOSKATT soft toy, fox CHF 2.95 This
soft toy was drawn by Joseph, 6. Recommended for ages from 12 months. 100%
polyester. L24cm. 303.730.84
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